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We have studied linear and quadratic equations and graphs. Now we will take the time to look at graphs of higher

order equations.

We are going to fill in the chart provided and make conjectures about connections between six equations and their

graphs.  All the graphs are one continuous curve. I am going to help you do the first one. Then you should repeat the

steps for each equation and record your answers on your chart.

The first equation is one we are familiar with, a quadratic equation, x² + 7x + 6. The lead coefficient is the

coefficient of the term with the highest power and when written in order it is the leading one. In this case we have

1x² so the lead coefficient is a 1.

The degree is the highest power. We have x². The highest power is 2 so our degree is 2.

The turning points or humps are called critical points. There are two types of critical points, relative maximums and

relative minimums.

Look at the the graph on the left. There is one turning point. Is it a relative max or relative min?

It is a Relative minimum.

In the Geogebra file, slide point A to the critical point as shown on the left. In the chart under amount of min/max,

write 1 min,  0 max, because there is only one critical point. Then next to it write rel. min ≈(-3.6, -6.3)

4. The x intercepts are also the solutions of the equation. How many x intercepts are there for this equation?

You can name the x intercepts as an ordered pair where y = 0,  (-6,0) and (-1,0), or you can name them by simply

using the number where they cross the x axis. Name the x intercepts without using an ordered pair. x = -6 , x = -1

REVIEW TIP

In our equation , if we factor and solve this equation, we could also get the x intercepts using the zero product rule.

 factors out to be  (x+6) (x+1)  so we could use the zero product rule to say x+6=0   and x+1 = 0  tox x
2

+ 7 + 6
 

solve and find the roots.



5. Name the y intercepts using ordered pairs.

6. Record all your answers in the recording chart and sketch a rough graph

Repeat all of these steps for the other examples.

QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE TABLE

Examine your chart and answer these questions USING COMPLETE

SENTENCES.

1. How does the degree compare to the number of turning points?

2. With one exception, how does the number of x intercepts compare to the degree? Name the exception. Do you

have any idea what made the exception.

3. How is the y intercept related to the equation?

4. Look at each end of the graph. Describe the difference in the graphs of equations that are odd degrees and those

that are even degrees.

5. How does the equation of a higher order function can help you determine the number of turning points and the

number of x intercepts?

6. Describe the difference in the graphs of equations that are odd degrees and those that are even degrees.



7. What do you think would happen if the lead coefficient was negative for the even degree polynomials?

8. What do you think would happen if the lead coefficient was negative for the odd degree polynomials?

9. Test your answers for #7,8 using your graphing calculator/website. Sketch the graphs below.

WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED: RAISE YOUR HAND TO SHOW ME YOUR PROGRESS


